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Uncle Edith's Indian Christmas Ghost Story

Little Bettina had nearly gnawed completely through her baby brother, Herman's
shoe, her pointy teeth perilously close to his chubby big toe.

"Put that baby's foot down before I kick you to next Christmas!" roared Uncle
Edith, providing a serendipitous opportunity to introduce his Indian Christmas Ghost
story. Not Native American Indian, heavens, no. Uncle Edith knew absolutely nothing at
all about those indigenous folks. Come to think of it, he knew nothing about Indians from
India, either, but that was neither here nor there as far as Uncle Edith and his story was ~
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Cousin Bertie, however, was at that precise moment, in need of immediate
attention as he stuffed one end of the hapless dog with chunks of Aunt Mrytice's holiday
fruitcake. It would be in extremely poor taste to say which end of the schnauzer was
suffering this particular yuletide indignity, but suffice it to say that Uncle Edith put a stop
to it almost in time.

"Out!" he yelled, at both Bertie and the dog.

"Gather round, everyone, for my annual Indian Christmas Ghost story!"
proclaimed Uncle Edith.

"You've never told an Indian Christmas Ghost story." Resident know-it-all Marcy
had struck again.

Now Uncle Edith had told many a Christmas story, possibly with a ghost or two
popping up, but it could be debated whether or not he had ever included anything
rem.ote~y Ind~an. O~ the other .hand, he hated to get bogged down, especially right at the I
beo1nnmg WIth pomtless details cc~ , .
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"I damn well have," Uncle Edith stated emphatically. And that was the end of
that.

"It was a dark and gloomy night," intoned Uncle Edith mysteriously.

"Oh for cripes' sake" said Bertie, back from his canine mission. "Every stinking
ghost story starts like that."

"And ends with fruitcake in your face," answered Uncle Edith pleasantly enough.
He forged onwards.

"Waves crashed on the shore of the Indian island of Tora, Tora, Tora. Professor
Hanarry S. Winthropshire and his wife Hilary S. Binghamtonden were strolling under a
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moonless Indian sky, when glancing up towards the Count's castle, what do you think
this Indian couple saw?" asked Uncle Edith, nodding smugly in Marcy's direction.

"A count's castle? Dh, that's clever. I suppose it's the Indian Count Dracula,"
sneered Bertie, who was fast getting on Uncle Edith's last nerve.

"Actually, it was Count Carl Y astrzemski," he continued, which sounded awfully
good even to Uncle Edith.

"There in the castle's window stood the shadows, or most likely ghosts, of the
Professor and his wife!" This was certainly taking an unexpected twist, thought Uncle
Edith. -
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Bertie disagreed. "As if even Herman couldn't see that coming," he said. ;!!

I think it safe to say that even Herman didn't see what was coming next when the
dog ceremoniously presented the room with quite a festive accident, gaily decked out
with red and green cherries as well as yellow bits of pineapple. But it rather took the glow
off Uncle Edith's Indian Christmas Ghost story.
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